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Abstract

This paper presents the IBM Research AI
submission to the CoNLL 2018 Shared
Task on Parsing Universal Dependen-
cies. Our system implements a new
joint transition-based parser, based on
the Stack-LSTM framework and the Arc-
Standard algorithm, that handles tokeniza-
tion, part-of-speech tagging, morpholog-
ical tagging and dependency parsing in
one single model. By leveraging a com-
bination of character-based modeling of
words and recursive composition of par-
tially built linguistic structures we quali-
fied 13th overall and 7th in low resource.
We also present a new sentence segmen-
tation neural architecture based on Stack-
LSTMs that was the 4th best overall.

1 Introduction

The CoNLL 2018 Shared Task on Parsing Uni-
versal dependencies consists of parsing raw text
from different sources and domains into Univer-
sal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2016, 2017a) for
more than 60 languages and domains.1 The task
includes extremely low resource languages, like
Kurmanji or Buriat, and high-resource languages
like English or Spanish. The competition there-
fore invites to learn how to make parsers for low-
resource language better by exploiting resources
available for the high-resource languages. The
task also includes languages from almost all lan-
guage families, including Creole languages like
Nigerian Pidgin2 and completely different scripts
(i.e. Chinese, Latin alphabet, Cyrillic alphabet, or

1This is the second run of the task, please refer to (Zeman
et al., 2017) for the 2017 Shared Task.

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Nigerian_Pidgin

Arabic). For further description of the task, data,
framework and evaluation please refer to (Nivre
et al., 2018, 2017b; Zeman et al., 2018; Potthast
et al., 2014; Nivre and Fang, 2017).

In this paper we describe the IBM Research AI
submission to the Shared Task on Parsing Uni-
versal Dependencies. Our starting point is the
Stack-LSTM3 parser (Dyer et al., 2015; Balles-
teros et al., 2017) with character-based word rep-
resentations (Ballesteros et al., 2015), which we
extend to handle tokenization, POS tagging and
morphological tagging. Additionally, we apply
the ideas presented by Ammar et al. (2016) to all
low resource languages since they benefited from
high-resource languages in the same family. Fi-
nally, we also present two different ensemble algo-
rithms that boosted our results (see Section 2.4).

Participants are requested to obtain parses from
raw texts. This means that, sentence segmentation,
tokenization, POS tagging and morphological tag-
ging need to be done besides parsing. Participants
can choose to use the baseline pipeline (UDPipe
1.2 (Straka et al., 2016)) for those steps besides
parsing, or create their own implementation. We
choose to use our own implementation for most of
the languages. However, in a few treebanks with
very hard tokenization, like Chinese and Japanese,
we rely on UDPipe 1.2 and a run of our base parser
(section 2.1), since this produces better results.

For the rest of languages, we produce parses
from raw text that may be in documents (and thus
we need to find the sentence markers within those
documents); for some of the treebanks we adapted
Ballesteros and Wanner (2016) punctuation pre-
diction system (which is also based in the Stack-
LSTM framework) to predict sentence markers.
Given that the text to be segmented into sentences

3We use the dynamic neural network library Dynet -
http://dynet.io/ - (Neubig et al., 2017) to implement
our parser.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nigerian_Pidgin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nigerian_Pidgin
http://dynet.io/
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can be of a significant length, we implemented a
sliding-window extension of the punctuation pre-
diction system where the Stack-LSTM is reinitial-
ized and primed when the window is advanced
(see Section 3 for details).

Our system ranked 13th overall, 7th for low re-
source languages and 4th in sentence segmenta-
tion. It was also the best qualifying system in
low resource language, Kurmanji, evidencing the
effectiveness of our adaptation of Ammar et al.
(2016) approach (see Section 2.3).

2 Our Parser

In this Section we present our base parser (see Sec-
tion 2.1), our joint architecture (see Section 2.2)
and our cross-lingual approach (see Section 2.3).

2.1 Stack-LSTM Parser
Our base model is the Stack-LSTM parser (Dyer
et al., 2015; Ballesteros et al., 2017) with
character-based word representations (Ballesteros
et al., 2015). This parser implements the Arc-
Standard with SWAP parsing algorithm (Nivre,
2004, 2009) and it uses Stack-LSTMs to model
three data structures: a buffer B initialized with
the sequence of words to be parsed, a stack S con-
taining partially built parses, and a list A of actions
previously taken by the parser. This parser expects
tokenized input and a unique POS tag associated
with every token.

We use Ballesteros et al. (2015) version of the
parser which means that we compute character-
based word vectors using bidirectional LSTMs
(Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005); but, in addition,
we also add pretrained word embeddings for all
languages. The intention is to improve in morpho-
logically rich languages and compensate for the
rest of languages in which modeling characters is
not that important.

2.2 Joint tokenization, tagging and
dependency parsing

Inspired by joint models like the ones by Bohnet
et al. (2013), Zhang and Clark (2008), Ra-
sooli and Tetreault (2013); Alberti et al. (2015);
Swayamdipta et al. (2016), among others, we ex-
tend the transition-based parser presented in 2.1
with extra actions that handle tokenization, UPOS
tagging and morphological tagging.

Actions: Actions RIGHT-ARC(r) , LEFT-ARC(r)
and SWAP remain unchanged, where r represents

the label assigned to the arc. The following actions
are modified or added for the joint transition-based
system.

1. SHIFT is extended to SHIFT(p, f) in which p
is the UPOS tag assigned to the token being
shifted, f is the Morphological tag. This is
the same as in (Bohnet et al., 2013).

2. A new action TOKENIZE(i) is added to
handle tokenization within the sentence.
TOKENIZE(i) tokenizes the string at the top
of the buffer at offset i. The resulted two to-
kens are put at the top of the buffer. When
a string needs to be tokenized into more than
two tokens, a series of TOKENIZE and SHIFT

actions will do the work.

3. A new action SPLIT is added to handle split-
ting of a string which is more complicated
than inserting whitespace, for example, the
word "des" in French is splitted into "de" and
"les", as shown in Figure 2. SPLIT splits the
top of the buffer token into a list of new to-
kens. The resulted tokens are then put at the
top of the buffer.

4. A new action MERGE is added to handle
the "compound" form of token that appears
sometimes in training data. For example,
in the French treebank, “200 000” (with a
whitespace) is often treated as one token.
In our parser, this is obtained by applying
MERGE when “200” is at the top of stack, and
“000” is at the top of buffer.

Figure 1 describes 1) parser transitions applied
to the stack and buffer and 2) the resulting stack
and buffer states. Figure 2 gives an example of
transition sequence in our joint system.

Modules: Our joint system extends the
transition-based parser in Section 2.1 with
extra modules to handle tokenization, UPOS and
morphological tagging. The final loss function is
the sum of the loss functions from the parser itself
and these extra modules. Due to time limitation
we did not introduce weights in the sum.

1. Tokenization module. When a string ap-
pears at buffer top, for each offset inside the
string, predict whether to tokenize here. If
tokenization happens at some offset i, apply
TOKENIZE(i) and transit to next state accord-
ingly. If no tokenization happens, predict an
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Stackt Buffert Action Stackt+1 Buffert+1 Dependency
S, (u, u), (v, v) B RIGHT-ARC(r) S, (gr(u,v), u) B u

r→ v

S, (u, u), (v, v) B LEFT-ARC(r) S, (gr(v,u), v) B u
r← v

S, (u, u), (v, v) (w, w), B SWAP S, (v, v) (u, u), (w, w), B —
S (u, u), B SHIFT(p, f) S, (u, u) B —
S (w, w), B TOKENIZE(i) S (w1, w1), (w2, w2), B —
S (w, w), B SPLIT(w1 , ...,wn) S (w1, w1), ..., (wn, wn), B —

S, (u, u) (v, v), B MERGE S (g(u,v), “u v”), B —

Figure 1: Parser transitions indicating the action applied to the stack and buffer and the resulting state. Bold symbols indicate
(learned) embeddings of words and relations, script symbols indicate the corresponding words and relations. gr and g are
compositions of embeddings. w1 and w2 are obtained by tokenizing w at offset i. “u v” is the “compound" form of word.

Transition Stack Buffer Dependency Tags
[] [Le-1, canton-2, des-3, Ulis-4, compte-5,

25-6, 785-7, habitants.-8]
SHIFT(Le, DET) [Le-1] [ canton-2, des-3, Ulis-4, compte-5,

25-6, 785-7, habitants.-8] (Le, DET)
SHIFT(canton, NOUN) [ Le-1, canton-2 ] [ des-3, Ulis-4, compte-5, 25-6, 785-7, habitants.-8] (canton, NOUN)
SPLIT(des, de les) [ Le-1, canton-2 ] [ de-3, les-4, Ulis-5, compte-6, 25-7,

785-8, habitants.-9 ]
LEFTARC(det) [ canton-2 ] [ de-3, les-4, Ulis-5, compte-6, 25-7,

785-8, habitants.-9 ] Le det←−− canton
SHIFT(de, ADP) [ canton-2, de-3 ] [ les-4, Ulis-5, compte-6, 25-7, 785-8, habitants.-9 ] (de, ADP)
SHIFT(les, DET) [ canton-2, de-3, les-4 ] [ Ulis-5, compte-6, 25-7, 785-8, habitants.-9 ] (les, DET)
SHIFT(Ulis, PROPN) [ canton-2, de-3, les-4, Ulis-5 ] [ compte-6, 25-7, 785-8, habitants.-9 ] (Ulis, PROPN)

LEFTARC(det) [ canton-2, de-3, Ulis-5 ] [ compte-6, 25-7, 785-8, habitants.-9 ] les det←−− Ulis
LEFTARC(case) [ canton-2, Ulis-5 ] [ compte-6, 25-7, 785-8, habitants.-9 ] de case←−−− Ulis

RIGHTARC(nmod) [ canton-2 ] [ compte-6, 25-7, 785-8, habitants.-9 ] canton nmod−−−−→ Ulis
SHIFT(compte, VERB) [ canton-2, compte-6 ] [ 25-7, 785-8, habitants.-9 ] (compte, VERB)

LEFTARC(nsubj) [ compte-6 ] [ 25-7, 785-8, habitants.-9 ] canton
nsubj←−−−− compte

SHIFT(25, NUM) [ compte-6, 25-7 ] [ 785-8, habitants.-9 ] (25, NUM)
MERGE [ compte-6 ] [ 25 785-7, habitants.-8 ]
SHIFT(25 785, NUM) [ compte-6, 25 785-7 ] [ habitants.-8 ] (25 785, NUM)
TOKENIZE(offset=9) [ compte-6, 25 785-7 ] [ habitants-8, .-9 ]
SHIFT(habitants, NOUN) [ compte-6, 25 785-7, habitants-8 ] [ .-9 ] (habitants, NOUN)

LEFTARC(nummod) [ compte-6, habitants-8 ] [ .-9 ] compte nummod←−−−−−− 25 785

RIGHTARC(obj) [ compte-6 ] [ .-9 ] compte
obj−−→ habitants

SHIFT(., PUNCT) [ compte-6, .-9 ] [ ] (., PUNCT)

RIGHTARC(punct) [ compte-6 ] [ ] compte
punct−−−−→ .

Figure 2: Transition sequence for “Le canton des Ulis compte 25 785 habitants.” with the joint model in Section 2.2. “habitants.-
8” means that “habitants.” is the 8th token in the current token stream. Morphological tags are omitted in this figure.

action from the set of other (applicable) ac-
tions, and transit accordingly.

2. Tagging module. If SHIFT is predicted as the
next action, a sub-routine will call classifiers
to predict POS and morph-features. The joint
system could also predict lemma, but exper-
iment results lead to the decision of not pre-
dicting lemma.

3. Split module. If SPLIT is predicted as the next
action, a sub-routine will call classifiers to
predict the output of SPLIT.

Word embeddings: Parser state representation
is composed by three Stack-LSTM’s: stack, buffer,
actions, as in (Ballesteros et al., 2017). To rep-
resent each word in the stack and the buffer,
we use character-based word embeddings together
with pretrained embeddings and word embeddings
trained in the system. The character-based word
embeddings are illustrated in Figure 3. For tok-
enization module, we deployed a character-based

embeddings to represent not only the string to to-
kenize, but also the offset, as illustrated in Figure
4.

Figure 3: Character-based embeddings from bi-LSTMs to
represent the token “its”.
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Figure 4: Character-based embeddings from bi-LSTMs to
represent the string “ok.” and the offset 2 in consideration.

2.3 Cross-Lingual Parser

We adapted cross-lingual architecture of Ammar
et al. (2016) (also based in the Stack-LSTM parser)
in our joint model presented in Section 2.2 to han-
dle low-resource and zero-shot languages. This ar-
chitecture enables effective training of the Stack-
LSTM parser on multilingual training data. Words
in each language are represented by multilingual
word embeddings to allow cross-lingual sharing;
whereas language specific characteristics are cap-
tured by means of language embeddings. Ammar
et al. (2016) experiment with a) pre-specified lan-
guage embeddings based on linguistic features and
b) language embeddings learned jointly with the
other parameters. The former requires external
linguistic knowledge and the latter can be trained
only when all languages in the set have enough an-
notated training data. We take a third approach –
we pretrain language embeddings on raw text (ex-
plained in next section) and then keep them fixed
during parser training. In our implementation,
pretrained language embeddings are concatenated
with word representation and with parser state.

We use cross-lingual version of our parser
for all zero-shot languages (these are: Breton,
Naija, Faroese and Thai), most low resource lan-
guages (these are: Buryat, Kurmanji, Kazakh, Sor-
bian Upper, Armenian, Irish, Vietnamese, North-
ern Sami and Uyghur ), and some other lan-
guages in which we observed strong improve-
ments on development data when parsing with a
cross-lingual model trained in the same language
family (these are: Ancient Greek – grc_proiel
and grc_perseus, Swedish – sv_pud, Norwegian

Nearest Neighbors
Character Word Sub-Word

German Dutch Swedish Afrikaans
Portuguese Galician Galician Galician
Ukrainian Bulgarian Bulgarian Russian
Hindi Hebrew Urdu Urdu
Kazakh Ukrainian Buryat Buryat
Kurmanji Turkish Urdu Naija
Persian Arabic Uyghur Uyghur

Table 1: Nearest neighbors of a variety of languages based on
language vectors learned via models of varying granularities:
Characters, Words and Sub-Word units (BPEs)

Nynorsk – no_nynorsklia ).
In zero-shot setup, we observed that language

embeddings in fact hurt parser performance4. This
is consistent with the findings of Ammar et al.
(2016) for a similar setup as noted in footnote 30.
In such cases, we trained multilingual parser with-
out language embeddings, relying only on multi-
lingual word embeddings.

Language embeddings: Ammar et al. (2016)
architecture utilizes language embeddings that
capture language nuances and allow generaliza-
tion. We adapt the method of Östling and Tiede-
mann (2017) to pretrain language embeddings.
This method is essentially a character-level lan-
guage model, where a 2-layered LSTM predicts
next character at each time step given previous
character inputs. A language vector is concate-
nated to each input as well as the hidden layer be-
fore final softmax. The model is trained on a raw
corpus containing texts from different languages.
Language vectors are shared within the same lan-
guage.

The model of Östling and Tiedemann (2017)
operates at the level of characters; They restrict
their experiments to the languages that are written
in Latin, Cyrillic or Greek scripts. However, the
shared task data spanned a variety of languages
with scripts not included in this set. Moreover,
there are languages in the shared task that are
closely related yet written in different scripts –
examples include Hindi-Urdu and Hebrew-Arabic
pairs. In preliminary experiments, we found that
the language vectors learned via the character-
based model, fail to capture language similarities
when the script is different. We therefore em-
ploy three variations of Östling and Tiedemann
(2017) model that differ in granularity of input

4We performed this experiment in an off-line, artificiality
created zero-shot setup.
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units: we use 1) characters, 2) words and 3) sub-
word units (Byte Pair Encodings, BPEs, Sennrich
et al. (2015)) as inputs. Table 1 shows the near-
est neighbors of a variety of languages based on
the language vectors from each model. Notice that
the nearest neighbor of Hindi is Urdu only when
model operates on word and sub-word levels. The
vectors learned from the three versions are con-
catenated to form final language embeddings.

This method requires a multilingual corpus for
training. We take the first 20K tokens from each
training corpus – for the corpora that had fewer
tokens, additional raw text is taken from OPUS re-
sources. For BPE inputs, we limit the size of BPE
vocabulary to 100,000 symbols.

Multilingual word embeddings: The cross-
lingual parser of Ammar et al. (2016) requires
word vectors for each language to be in the same
universal space. To this end, we use alignment
matrices provided by Smith et al. (2017) for Bo-
janowski et al. (2017) word embeddings. However,
for several low-resource languages, pre-computed
alignment matrices were not available. These in-
clude Naija, Faroese, Kurmanji, Northern Sami,
Uyghur, Buryat and Irish. For these languages,
to map monolingual embeddings to multilingual
space, we seed the mapping algorithm of Smith
et al. (2017) with freely available dictionaries5

combined with shared vocabulary with one of the
already mapped languages.

2.4 Sentence-based Ensemble and MST
Ensemble

2.4.1 Graph-based ensemble

We adapt Sagae and Lavie (2006) ensemble
method to our Stack-LSTM only models (see Sec-
tion 2.1) to obtain the final parses of Chinese,
Japanese, Hebrew, Hungarian, Turkish and Czech.
Kuncoro et al. (2016) already tried an ensemble
of several Stack-LSTM parser models achieving
state-of-the-art in English, German and Chinese,
which motivated us to improve the results of our
greedy decoding method.6

5Bilingual dictionaries used for multilingual mapping of
word embeddings,
https://people.uta.fi/ km56049/same/svocab.html
https://github.com/apertium/apertium-kmr-eng
https://github.com/apertium/apertium-fao-nor

6Kuncoro et al. (2016) developed ensemble distillation
into a single model which we did not attempt to try for the
Shared Task but we leave for future developments.

2.4.2 Model Rescoring: Sentence Level
Ensemble

For all of the languages and treebank combinations
except for Chinese, Japanese, Hebrew, Hungarian,
Turkish and Czech, we apply a sentence-level en-
semble technique to obtain the final parses.

We train 10-20 parsing models per language-
treebank (see Section 4.2). For an input sen-
tence, with each model we generate a parsing out-
put and a parsing score by adding up the scores
of all the actions along the transition sequence
(see Figure 1) . Then for each input sentence,
we choose the parsing output with the highest
model score. The joint model handles tokeniza-
tion before considering other parsing actions, and
makes tokenization decision on every offset; this
means that we need to include the normalized
score for each tokenization decision. The score
assigned to tokenizing a string S at offset n is
(
∑

i=1...n−1 Scorekeep(S, i)+Scoretok(S, n))/n,
and the score assigned to keeping S as a whole is
(
∑

i=1...len(S) Scorekeep(S, i))/len(S).
This simple technique worked fairly well, lead-

ing to significant LAS F1 improvement compared
with the single model output. From 77.53 LAS
in average on single model output of 58 tree-
banks dev set, 10-model ensemble improves LAS
to 78.75 and 20-model ensemble improves LAS to
79.79. Due to time limitation, we only ran a 20-
model sentence-level ensemble on 15 treebanks
(ar_padt, ca_ancora, cs_fictree, cu_proiel, da_ddt,
el_gdt, en_ewt, fr_sequoia, fro_srcmf, gl_ctg,
hi_hdtb, ko_gsd, ko_kaist, pl_sz, pt_bosque)
while in the rest we ran a 10-model ensemble.

In multi-lingual setting, we ran 5-model ensem-
ble in most cases except grc_proiel, grc_perseus
and sv_lines where 10-models ensembles were
used for decoding and no_nynorsklia where a sin-
gle model was used for decoding.

3 Sentence Segmentation

For sentence segmentation we adapted the punc-
tuation prediction system by Ballesteros and Wan-
ner (2016). This model is derived from the Stack-
LSTM parser introduced in Section 2.1 and it
uses the same architecture (including a stack, a
buffer and a stack containing the transitions al-
ready taken) but it is restricted to two distinct tran-
sitions, either SHIFT or BREAK (which adds a
sentence marker between two tokens). The sys-
tem is therefore context dependent and it makes
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decisions about sentence boundaries regardless of
punctuation symbols or other typical indicative
markers.7

We only applied our sentence segmentation sys-
tem for the datasets in which we surpassed the de-
velopment sets baseline numbers provided by the
organizers of the Shared Task by a significant mar-
gin, these are: bg_btb, es_ancora, et_edt, fa_seraji,
id_gsd, it_postwita, la_proiel, and ro_rrt.

Handling document segmentation: In 58 of
the 73 datasets with training data, the train.txt
file contains less than 10 paragraphs, and 53 of
these contain no paragraph breaks. Thus, if we
assumed (incorrectly) that paragraph breaks oc-
cur at sentence boundaries and naı̈vely used para-
graphs as training units for the sentence break de-
tector, we would face a huge computational hurdle:
we would accumulate the loss over hundreds of
thousands of words before computing backprop-
agation. We addressed this issue by adopting a
sliding window approach. The data is segmented
into windows containing W words with an overlap
of O words. Each window is treated as a training
unit, where the loss is computed, the optimizer is
invoked and the stack LSTM state is reset. The
main challenge of a sliding window approach is to
compensate for edge effects: a trivial implementa-
tion would ignore the right and left context, which
results in diminished ability of detecting sentence
breaks near the beginning and the end of the win-
dow. Since we desire to keep W to a manageable
size, we cannot ignore edge effects. We use two
different approaches to provide left and right con-
text to the stack LSTM. The right context is pro-
vided by the last O words of the window (with
the obvious exception of the last window). Thus,
the sentence segmentation algorithm predicts sen-
tence breaks for the first W − O words. To pro-
vide left context, we snapshot the stack and action
buffer after the last prediction in the window, we
slide the window to the right by W − O words,
we reset the LSTM state, and we prime the in-
put buffer with the L words to the left of the new
window, the action buffer with the most recent L
actions, and the stack with the L topmost entries
from the snapshot. We explored using different pa-
rameter for the window overlap and the size of the
left context, and concluded that asymmetric ap-

7We again used character-based word representations
(Ballesteros et al., 2015) and pretrained word embeddings in
the same way as the system described in Section 2.1.

proaches did not provide an advantage over select-
ing L = O. The parameters for the system used
for the evaluation are W = 100, L = O = 30.

4 Models

4.1 Stack-LSTM

For 6 treebanks (cs_pdt, he_htb, ja_gsd,
hu_szeged, tr_imst, zh_gsd), we trained 20
baseline Stack-LSTM models for parsing (uti-
lizing UDPipe pre-processing for sentence
segmentation, tokenization and UPOS tagging)
per treebank. And the 20 parsing model outputs
are rescored with graph-based ensemble (see
Section 2.4.2). Independent LSTM models are
trained on each treebank for labeling.

All models for the 6 treebanks are trained with
dimension 200. Except for ja_gsd and zh_gsd, the
models are trained with character embeddings.

We utilized diverse set of word embeddings
for Stack-LSTM and graph-based models: cs_pdt,
he_htb and tr_imst (CoNLL2017 embedding with
dimension 100), ja_gsd (in-house cross-lingual
embeddings with dimension 300), hu_szeged and
zh_gsd (Facebook embeddings with dimension
300).

4.2 Joint Models

We set input and hidden-layer dimension to 100
and action vector dimension to 20. CoNLL
2017 pretrained embeddings (dimension 100)
were used wherever available. We used Facebook
embeddings (dimension 300) for af_afribooms,
got_proiel and sr_set.

For en_pud and fi_pud where no training and
dev set is available, the models trained from the
biggest treebank in the same language (en_ewt and
fi_tdt) are used to parse the testset. ru_syntagrus
model is used to parse ru_taiga testset because of
higher score. For gl_treegal and la_perseus where
no development data is available, 1/10 of training
data is set aside as development set.

We use sentence-based ensemble (see Section
2.4.2) for all models since the parser presented in
Section 2.2 may produce a different number of to-
kens in the output due to tokenization.

4.3 Cross Lingual

Cross-lingual models are trained with input and
hidden layers of dimension 100 each, and action
vectors of dimension 20. Pretrained multilingual
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Target Treebank Set of Training Treebanks
pcm_nsc en_ewt, pt_bosque
fo_oft no_bokmaal, no_nynorsk, sv_lines, sv_talbanken, da_ddt, sme_giella
br_keb af_afribooms, en_ewt, nl_alpino, de_gsd, got_proiel, ga_idt
th_pud id_gsd, vi_vtb
kmr_mg hi_hdtb, ur_udtb, fa_seraji, kmr_mg
vi_vtb id_gsd, vi_vtb, hu_szeged
bxr_bdt ug_udt, bxr_bdt, fa_seraji, tr_imst
ug_udt ug_udt, bxr_bdt, fa_seraji, tr_imst
kk_ktb uk_iu, bg_bdt, sk_snk, sl_ssj, sl_sst, hr_set, cs_fictree, pl_lfg, lv_lvtb, cu_proiel, bxr_bdt, hsb_ufal, kk_ktb
hsb_ufal uk_iu, bg_bdt, sk_snk, sl_ssj, sl_sst, hr_set, cs_fictree, pl_lfg, lv_lvtb, cu_proiel, bxr_bdt, hsb_ufal, kk_ktb
sme_giella no_bokmaal, no_nynorsk, sv_lines, sv_talbanken, da_ddt, sme_giella
ga_idt af_afribooms, en_ewt, nl_alpino, de_gsd, got_proiel, ga_idt
hy_armtdp grc_perseus, grc_proiel, el_gdt, hy_armtdp
grc_perseus grc_perseus, grc_proiel, el_gdt, hy_armtdp
grc_proiel grc_perseus, grc_proiel, el_gdt, hy_armtdp
sv_pud no_bokmaal, no_nynorsk, sv_lines, sv_talbanken, da_ddt, sme_giella
no_nyrosklia no_bokmaal, no_nynorsk, sv_lines, sv_talbanken, da_ddt, sme_giella
sl_sst uk_iu, bg_bdt, sk_snk, sl_ssj, sl_sst, hr_set, cs_fictree, pl_lfg, lv_lvtb, cu_proiel, bxr_bdt, hsb_ufal, kk_ktb

Table 2: For each target treebank (left column), the parser was trained on a set of related languages’ treebanks (right column).
Top section contains zero-shot languages (no training data at all), middle section lists low resource languages (with small
amounts of training data) and the bottom section lists the test treebanks for which little or no in-domain training data was
provided but a different training treebank of the same language was available.

word embeddings are of dimension 300 and pre-
trained language embeddings are of dimension
192 (concatenation of three 64 length vectors).

For each target language, cross-lingual parser
is trained on a set of treebanks from related lan-
guages. Table 2 details the sets of source treebanks
used to train the parser for each target treebank. In
the case of low resource languages, training algo-
rithm is modified to sample from each language
equally often. This is to ensure that the parser is
still getting most of its signal from the language of
interest. In all cross-lingual experiments, sentence
level ensemble (see Section 2.4.2) is used.

4.4 Segmentation

Sentence segmentation models have hidden layer
dimension equal to 100. It relies on the fast-
Text embeddings (Bojanowski et al., 2017), which
have dimension equal to 300. The sliding window
width is of 100 words, and the overlap between ad-
jacent windows is 30 words.

5 Results

Table 4 presents the average F1 LAS results
grouped by treebank size and type of our system
compared to the baseline UDPipe 1.2 (Straka and
Straková, 2017). Table 3 presents the F1 LAS re-
sults for all languages compared to the baseline
UDPipe 1.2. Our system substantially surpassed
the baseline but it is far from the best system of
the task in most cases. Some exceptions are the

low resource languages like kmr_mg in which our
system is the best, bxr_bdt in which it is the second
best and hsb_ufal in which it is the 3rd best; proba-
bly due to our cross-lingual approach (see Section
2.3). In ko_gsd and ko_kaist our scores are 17.61
and 13.56 higher than the baseline UDPipe 1.2 as
a result of character-based embeddings (similar re-
sult as (Ballesteros et al., 2015)), but still far from
the best system.

It is worth noting that, on most treebanks our
system used joint model to do tokenization in one
pass together with parsing, and we trained with no
more than UD-2.2 training data. Our overall tok-
enization score is 97.30, very close (-0.09) to the
baseline UDPipe 1.2, our tokenization score on big
treebanks is 99.24, the same as the baseline.

For sentence segmentation, as explained in Sec-
tion 3, we only used our system for the treebanks
in which it performed better than the baseline in
the development set. We ranked 4th, 0.5 above the
baseline and 0.36 below the top-ranking system.
Table 5 shows the results of our system for the 8
treebanks for which we submitted a run with our
own sentence segmenter. For the other treebanks
we used the baseline UDPipe 1.2. We remark
that for la_projel, where no punctuation marks are
available, our system outperformed UDPipe Fu-
ture by 3.79 and UDPipe 1.2 by 3.99. Finally, for
it_postwita, a dataset where the punctuation is as
indicative of sentence breaks and other character
patterns, our system outperformed UDPipe future
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Treebank Baseline Ours Treebank Baseline Ours
af_afribooms 77.88% 80.53% (13) ar_padt 66.41% 69.13% (15)
bg_btb 84.91% 86.83% (15) br_keb 10.25% 9.45% (18)
bxr_bdt 12.61% 19.22% (2) ca_ancora 85.61% 87.60% (16)
cs_cac 83.72% 87.08% (15) cs_fictree 82.49% 85.83% (15)
cs_pdt 83.94% 87.08% (14) cs_pud 80.08% 83.00% (12)
cu_proiel 65.46% 69.65% (10) da_ddt 75.43% 77.87% (15)
de_gsd 70.85% 73.91% (16) el_gdt 82.11% 84.37% (13)
en_ewt 77.56% 78.37% (16) en_gum 74.20% 76.11% (17)
en_lines 73.10% 74.31% (16) en_pud 79.56% 81.13% (13)
es_ancora 84.43% 86.90% (16) et_edt 75.02% 79.89% (15)
eu_bdt 70.13% 75.09% (15) fa_seraji 79.10% 82.71% (15)
fi_ftb 75.64% 81.33% (13) fi_pud 80.15% 83.49% (12)
fi_tdt 76.45% 79.79% (15) fo_oft 25.19% 38.84% (7)
fr_gsd 81.05% 84.32% (13) fro_srcmf 79.27% 83.49% (11)
fr_sequoia 81.12% 82.79% (15) fr_spoken 65.56% 65.34% (17)
ga_idt 62.93% 61.45% (19) gl_ctg 76.10% 76.81% (17)
gl_treegal 66.16% 62.44% (12) got_proiel 62.16% 63.52% (11)
grc_perseus 57.75% 66.23% (11) grc_proiel 67.57% 71.77% (13)
he_htb 57.86% 60.17% (15) hi_hdtb 87.15% 89.72% (14)
hr_set 78.61% 82.64% (15) hsb_ufal 23.64% 42.33% (3)
hu_szeged 66.76% 67.25% (16) hy_armtdp 21.79% 19.25% (20)
id_gsd 74.37% 77.03% (15) it_isdt 86.26% 87.14% (18)
it_postwita 66.81% 73.85% (5) ja_gsd 72.32% 73.29% (15)
ja_modern 22.71% 22.74% (7) kk_ktb 24.21% 23.72% (12)
kmr_mg 23.92% 30.41% (1) ko_gsd 61.40% 79.01% (13)
ko_kaist 70.25% 83.81% (15) la_ittb 75.95% 82.43% (15)
la_perseus 47.61% 43.40% (19) la_proiel 59.66% 64.69% (14)
lv_lvtb 69.43% 73.17% (14) nl_alpino 77.60% 81.43% (15)
nl_lassysmall 74.56% 76.49% (17) no_bokmaal 83.47% 86.64% (16)
no_nynorsk 82.13% 85.31% (16) no_nynorsklia 48.95% 58.28% (8)
pcm_nsc 12.18% 13.03% (12) pl_lfg 87.53% 90.42% (15)
pl_sz 81.90% 82.81% (17) pt_bosque 82.07% 84.12% (16)
ro_rrt 80.27% 82.87% (14) ru_syntagrus 84.59% 87.79% (15)
ru_taiga 55.51% 63.00% (9) sk_snk 75.41% 77.91% (16)
sl_ssj 77.33% 82.22% (13) sl_sst 46.95% 48.36% (11)
sme_giella 56.98% 55.97% (18) sr_set 82.07% 83.84% (16)
sv_lines 74.06% 75.90% (16) sv_pud 70.63% 76.65% (9)
sv_talbanken 77.91% 80.63% (16) th_pud 0.70% 0.67% (12)
tr_imst 54.04% 57.19% (16) ug_udt 56.26% 60.25% (14)
uk_iu 74.91% 77.74% (14) ur_udtb 77.29% 79.80% (15)
vi_vtb 39.63% 43.48% (7) zh_gsd 57.91% 60.63% (16)

Table 3: Final F1 LAS results of our system compared with the baseline. We show our ranking for the particular treebank
between parenthesis next to our score.

by 29.84 and UDPipe 1.2 by 36.99.
The 2018 edition of the Extrinsic Parser Eval-

uation Initiative (EPE 2018) (Fares et al., 2018)
runs in collaboration with the 2018 Shared Task
on Multilingual Parsing. Parsers are evaluated
against the three EPE downstream systems: bio-
logical event extraction, fine-grained opinion anal-
ysis, and negation resolution. This provides op-

portunities for correlating intrinsic metrics with
downstream effects on the three relevant applica-
tions. Our system qualified 12th overall, being
10th in event extraction, 13th in negation resolu-
tion and 14th in opinion analysis.
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Treebank Baseline Ours
All 65.80% 69.11% (13)
Big treebanks 74.14% 77.55% (15)
PUD treebanks 66.63% 69.40% (10)
Small treebanks 55.01% 56.13% (18)
Low resource 17.17% 21.88% (7)

Table 4: Average F1 LAS results (grouped by treebank size
and type) of our system compared with the baseline. We show
our ranking in the same category between parenthesis next to
our score.

Treebank Baseline Ours (Rank)
bg_btb 92.85 92.24 (24)
es_ancora 98.26 97.89 (24)
et_edt 90.02 91.29 (6)
fa_seraji 98.74 98.09(24)
id_gsd 92.00 92.03 (6)
it_postwita 21.80 58.79 (2)
la_proiel 35.16 39.15 (2)
ro_rrt 93.72 94.40 (5)

Table 5: Sentence segmentation F1 and rank, compared to
baseline. We only include the results in which our system
surpassed the baseline in the development set.

6 Conclusion

We presented the IBM Research submission to the
CoNLL 2018 Shared Task on Universal Depen-
dency Parsing. We presented a new transition-
based algorithm for joint (1) tokenization, (2) tag-
ging and (3) parsing that extends the arc-standard
algorithm with new transitions. In addition, we
also used the same Stack-LSTM framework for
sentence segmentation achieving good results.
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